Brilliant Hues
Discussion Guide

About the Book:
Life comes full circle for Sadie as she heads back to Menlo Park, California. But
Sadie finds she no longer fits in, especially when one of her dad’s cases thrusts her
into the spotlight and puts her in danger. She turns to her faith, but the youth group
just isn’t the same, and Sadie has a lot to think about when she hears what some
kids believe. She returns to Owl Creek for a reprieve, but everything feels different.
She just wants things to go back the way they used to be. Will her faith be strong
enough to get her through?

To Discuss:
1. Sadie and Pippa have a grand adventure with their dogs on the beach. Do you have a pet? How does your pet make
your life more adventurous? If you don’t have a pet, what kind would you choose, if you could have any animal without
restrictions?
2. What do you think about Sadie moving home to California? At the beginning of the book, what did you expect? Did her
experiences surprise you?
3. Sadie really wants freedom in this book, and struggles with circumstances that make her feel singled out and
overprotected. As you start to take on new freedom and new responsibilities in your life, where do you wish you could
have more freedom? What responsibilities do you feel ready to take on? How do you talk to the adults in your life about
the freedoms and responsibilities that you hope to move toward?
4. Have you ever taken on a volunteer job? What did you enjoy about it? What was difficult about the experience? What
new volunteer roles do you think you may want to explore in the future?
5. What might you advise Sadie to do when she feels so strongly that what her friends are doing is wrong?
6. Sadie and Pippa end up in such a huge disagreement that neither knows how to talk about the problem. What do you
think someone could do in a similar situation? How can friends talk through problems when they feel stuck and hurt?
7. If you could ask Sadie or one of her friends one question, what would it be? Do you have any idea how he or she might
answer?
8. Many readers have questions about what will happen to Sadie and her friends when Brilliant Hues ends. What scene
would you like to see after the last page of the book? What do you think would happen in the scene?

Extension Activities:
Home Town Tourist:
One of my favorite scenes to write in Brilliant Hues was the scene in which Pippa and Sadie visit San Francisco. It’s basically
their home town, but they explore all the places a tourist might visit when they come to town. We don’t often poke around our
own towns the way a visitor might. But the adventure is a lot of fun when we do! So, here’s the challenge: Go on a hometown adventure, take pictures, maybe even create a travelogue about your day. Then, share your experience with a friend,
family member, or email the story of your home-town adventure highlights to naomi@naomikinsman.com. I often feature
readers on my blog.

Doorway Art:
Sadie, Frankie and Vivian are making a book full of door-inspired art. At first, they are very literal about doors, but after a while,
they start to think more and more creatively about what a door could possibly be. Explore your own house, neighborhood
or town and look for inspiration for your own doorway art piece. Use any style you choose: paint, collage, photography,
drawing, clay, etc, and make a work of art. Expand the project by asking a group of friends to make some doorway art as
well and compile all of your creations into a book. If you like, take pictures and send them along with the story of creating
your art to naomi@naomikinsman.com. I’d love to see your work and share some on my blog.

Share Your Gifts:
Sadie and Pippa volunteer to help with summer camp. Not only is this a great, challenging experience for them, they also
have the chance to share their gifts with others. What are your girls? Is there a way that you can share your gifts in your local
community? With a friend, or a group of friends, look for opportunities to volunteer in a very specific way, not only giving your
time, but also giving your talents. Like Sadie, you might just find that you gain even more than you end up giving!
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